Board Game Night
Schedule
Looking to learn a new game? Our students are excited to teach you games they
love! All games will be taught in Madrone. Rather play one you already know?
Check out our free play library in Redwood! Games made by Mr. Jared’s class are
available for play in the Alley.

5:40 - Munchkin with trent

3-6 Players
60-90 Minutes
1.79/5 Complexity
Go down in the dungeon. Kill everything you meet. Backstab
your friends and steal their stuff. Grab the treasure and run.
This award-winning card game captures the essence of the
dungeon experience. You and your friends compete to kill
monsters and grab magic items in a race to become the best!

5:50 - SMASH UP WITH QUINN

2-4 Players
45 Minutes
2.04/5 Complexity
Players in Smash Up draft two faction decks, such as pirates,
ninjas, robots, zombies, and more, and combine them into a
force to be reckoned with! Compete to be the first player to
smash bases and score big points.

6:00 - Taboo with josh s.

4+ Players
20 Minutes
1.23/5 Complexity
Taboo is a party word game. Players take turns describing a word
or phrase on a drawn card to their team without using five
common additional words or phrases also on the card. The team
with the most points at the end wins!

6:15 - Forbidden Desert with Mea S.

2-5 Players
45 Minutes
2.04/5 Complexity
Gear up for a thrilling adventure to recover a legendary flying
machine buried deep in the ruins of an ancient desert city. You’ll
need to coordinate with teammates and use every available
resource if you hope to survive the scorching heat and relentless
sandstorm. Find the flying machine and escape before you all
        become permanent artifacts of the forbidden desert!

6:30 - Ticket to Ride with Hayden
2-5 Players
60 Minutes
1.87/5 Complexity
Ticket to Ride is a cross-country train adventure. Players
collect cards of various types of train cars that allow them to
claim railway routes, connecting cities in various countries
around the world!

6:45 - King of Tokyo with Ethan

2-6 Players
30 Minutes
1.51/5 Complexity
In King of Tokyo, you play mutant monsters, giagantic robots,
and strange aliens - all of whom are destroying Tokyo and
whacking each other in order to become the one and only
King of Tokyo!

7:00 - Speed with Rose

2 Players
Varies
Easy
Speed is a fast paced card game in which each player tries to get
rid of all of their cards first. Multiple games of this will be taught
all at once!

